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Action/Effective Date

Course Deletion
COMN‐150 Networking Administration

Approved

COMN-150 is to be replaced by COMN-152

Action/Effective Date

Course Revision
MAET Course Prerequisite Changes

Approved

After completing a curriculum review of current prerequisites for all of MAET
courses with the MAET faculty, prerequisite modifications are being requested
for MAET-110, MAET-150 and MAET-180.

COMM‐131 Fundamentals of Public Speaking
Proposing to change the name of COMM-131 from Fundamentals of
Communications to Fundamentals of Public Speaking

HIST‐261 United States Labor History

Spring 2011

Approved
Spring 2011

Approved as Amended

This would change HIST-261 from a 4 credit hour course to a 3 credit hour
course. After three attempts to run the class as a 4 credit hour course, only one
attempt was successful in attracting enough students. Despite the pedagogical
advantages of running HIST-261 as a 4 credit hour course, it is simply not
attracting enough students. HIST-261 attracted more students when it was
previously a 3 credit hour course and is believed to be in the best interest of the
college to return HIST-261 to a 3 credit hour course.
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COMN‐152 Routing Protocol Networking Fundamentals
Introduces the architecture, structure, functions, components, and models of the
Internet and other computer networks. Uses the OSI and TCP layered models to
examine the nature and roles of protocols and services at the application, network,
data link, and physical layers. The principles and structure of IP addressing and
fundamentals of Ethernet concepts, media, and operations are introduced to
provide a foundation.

CULA‐101 Knife Skills

Winter 2011

Forwarded to Curriculum
Subcommittee

Knives are the most important tool in the chef's tool kit. Good knife skills are
critical to a chef's success because the knife is the most commonly used tool in the
kitchen. Every chef spends countless hours slicing, dicing, mincing and chopping.
With a sharp knife, the skilled chef can accomplish a number of tasks more
quickly than any machine. Skilled knife work indicates a cook who takes pride in
their work and doesn't take shortcuts.

MAET‐190 Media Production Internship I
Provides first year students an opportunity to intern in a media arts related
position with a business or an organization under professional supervision.
Students work closely with faculty in arranging and evaluating the workplace
experience. Placement is contingent upon interview results between the student
and interview site. Students will choose an internship according to their area of
interest and are expected to work a minimum of 50 hours per credit in the senester
for which the course is offered.

MAET‐290 Media Production Internship II
Provides second year students an opportunity to intern in a media arts-related
position with a business or an organization under professional supervision.
Students work closely with faculty in arranging and evaluating the workplace
experience. Placement is contingent upon interview results between the student
and interview site. Students will choose an interniship according to their area of
interest and are expected to work a minimum of 50 hours per credit in the
semester for which the course is offered.

PEAC‐141 Ice Climbing

Spring 2011

Approved
Spring 2011

Approved
Spring 2011

Approved

This class will focus on developing skills and techniques to safely pursue the sport
of Ice Climbing. Proficiency, attention to safety, control, and good judgment in
ever changing conditions will challenge students as they actively engage in
climbing. Physical and mental aspects involoved in climbing will be related to
skills critical to success in school, the workplace, and life.
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